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Comprehensive budget management played a significant role in promoting the 
maturation and development of modern enterprise management system, internal 
management control is a primary method. This approach since the 20's of the last 
century in the U.S. General Electric, DuPont, General Motors, soon became the 
standard operating procedures of the large industrial and commercial enterprises. 
From the initial plan, coordinate, to the development of both control, motivation, 
evaluation, and many other features of an integrated management tools and 
implementing the business strategy, play an increasingly central role in the overall 
budget management in the enterprise internal control. As management expert David 
O'Leary said, the overall budget management integration into a system of 
management control method is one of the few companies able to all the key issues. 
 Financial management of commercial banks of China's current common or 
financial index type single plan management: commercial bank to develop a full line 
of the annual overall business objectives, and quantified financial plans, branch to 
refinement and decomposition of the overall plan index released by the head office, 
and in turn by branch sub-branch the. This management approach emphasizes the 
target control, but neglect process control, resulted in the force control is weak 
financial and business activity in the process of the state, increased the financial risk 
management of commercial banks in difficulty; and because the plan too much 
emphasis on the number of growth and prosperity, so that the supporting mechanism 
is insufficient attention to long-term strategy for the future development of banks, 
increase the bank manages steadily and sustainable management of risk. 
Of commercial banks for the financial management mechanism is more common 
single plan of financial indicators-management: Commercial Bank to develop a full 
line of overall business objectives for the year, and simple to quantify the planned 
financial indicators, branches indicators of the overall plan of the bank's head office to 
be refined and decomposition, and in turn achieved under the branches of the branch 















resulting in a weak state control over the process of financial and business activities, 
increase the difficulty of the commercial banks and financial risk management; and 
program objectives too much emphasis on the growth of digital and prosperity, 
making the branches of the future development of the bank's long-term strategic focus, 
increase the risk of bank stable operation and sustainable management. 
This paper introduces the concept of comprehensive budget management of 
commercial banks, problem analysis based on the status of ABC Bank on ABC Bank 
overall budget management system to build the whole process of management, 
execution, assessment, analysis, an effective solution to the shortcomings and 
deficiencies of the bank budget management budget management functions and 
advantages of effectively within to play an important role, and effectively improve the 
budget for the operation and management guidance, control, coordination and 
incentives to improve the bank to operate and develop the autonomy and full 
enthusiasm for work, and ultimately promote the steady and healthy rapid 
development. 
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